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1. Multiple Selection

Answer each of the following.

This next problem illustrates partial credit and is a problem taken from pc test.tex.
Credit is given in the optional first argument of the \Ans command.

1. (9pts) (Partial Credit) Select individuals who served as the President of the United
States.

A Henry Clay B Ben Franklin C Andrew Jackson D Ronald Reagan

E George Meade F Grover Cleveland G John Jay H Paul Revere

To pose a multiple selection question with no partial credit, simply do not assign any
credit in the optional first argument of the \Ans command. Here, the student is given 9
points if and only if the student selects all the correct answers; otherwise, 0 points are
given.

2. (9pts) (No Partial Credit) Select individuals who served as the President of the United
States.

A Henry Clay B Ben Franklin C Andrew Jackson D Ronald Reagan

E George Meade F Grover Cleveland G John Jay H Paul Revere

Score (right/wrong):

Answers:
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2. Grouped Questions

To pose a no partial credit grouped problem, use the custom group evaluation function
groupBernoulliEval as the optional argument of the mathGrp environment.

Answer each of the following.

For this problem, we use the default group evaluation function and specify the number
of points for each part, \PTs*{1}, the * suppresses the typesetting of the points.

1. (4pts) (Partial Credit) Compute the following matrix product:

(
1 1
2 3

)
·
(

−1 2
1 2

)
=

( )

At the beginning of the mathGrp environment, use the custom group evaluation function
groupBernoulliEval, like so \begin{mathGrp}[groupBernoulliEval]. The student
is given full credit if and only if all parts of the group are answered correctly; otherwise,
0 points are given.

2. (4pts) (No Partial Credit) Compute the following matrix product:

(
1 1
2 3

)
·
(

−1 2
1 2

)
=

( )

Score (right/wrong):

Answers:
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Solutions to Quizzes

Solution to Quiz: The answers are Andrew Jackson (C), Ronald Reagan (D) and Grover
Cleveland (F). �
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Solution to Quiz: The answers are Andrew Jackson (C), Ronald Reagan (D) and Grover
Cleveland (F). �
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\section{Multiple Selection}

\showCreditMarkup

\begin{quiz*}{MyQuiz1}
Answer each of the following.

\begin{questions}

\item[] This next problem illustrates partial credit and is a problem taken from \texttt{pc\_test.tex}.
        Credit is given in the optional first argument of the \texttt{\string\Ans} command.

\item\PTs{9} (\textbf{Partial Credit}) Select individuals who served as the President of the United States.
\begin{manswers}*{4}%
    \bChoices
        \Ans[-2]{0} Henry Clay\eAns
        \Ans[-2]{0} Ben Franklin\eAns
        \Ans[3]{1}\label{aj} Andrew Jackson\eAns
        \Ans[3]{1}\label{rr} Ronald Reagan\eAns
        \Ans[-2]{0} George Meade\eAns
        \Ans[3]{1}\label{gc} Grover Cleveland\eAns
        \Ans[-2]{0} John Jay\eAns
        \Ans[-2]{0} Paul Revere\eAns
    \eChoices
\end{manswers}

\begin{solution}
    The answers are Andrew Jackson (\REF*{aj}), Ronald Reagan
    (\REF*{rr}) and Grover Cleveland (\REF*{gc}).
\end{solution}

\item[] To pose a multiple selection question with no partial credit, simply do not assign any
        credit in the optional first argument of the \texttt{\string\Ans} command. Here, the student
        is given $9$ points if and only if the student selects all the correct answers; otherwise, $0$
        points are given.

\item\PTs{9} (\textbf{No Partial Credit}) Select individuals who served as the President of the United States.
\begin{manswers}*{4}%
    \bChoices
        \Ans{0} Henry Clay\eAns
        \Ans{0} Ben Franklin\eAns
        \Ans{1}\label{aj1} Andrew Jackson\eAns
        \Ans{1}\label{rr1} Ronald Reagan\eAns
        \Ans{0} George Meade\eAns
        \Ans{1}\label{gc1} Grover Cleveland\eAns
        \Ans{0} John Jay\eAns
        \Ans{0} Paul Revere\eAns
    \eChoices
\end{manswers}
\begin{solution}
    The answers are Andrew Jackson (\REF*{aj1}), Ronald Reagan
    (\REF*{rr1}) and Grover Cleveland (\REF*{gc1}).
\end{solution}

\end{questions}

\end{quiz*}\quad\PointsField\currQuiz\kern1bp\eqButton\currQuiz
\hfill Score (right/wrong): \ScoreField\currQuiz

\noindent Answers: \AnswerField\currQuiz

\newpage

\section{Grouped Questions}

To pose a no partial credit grouped problem, use the custom group evaluation function
\texttt{groupBernoulliEval} as the optional argument of the \texttt{mathGrp} environment.

\begin{quiz*}{MyQuiz2}
Answer each of the following.

\begin{questions}

\item[] For this problem, we use the default group evaluation function and specify the number
of points for each part, \verb!\PTs*{1}!, the \texttt* suppresses the typesetting of the points.

\item\PTs{4} (\textbf{Partial Credit}) Compute the following matrix product:
\begin{equation*}
\def\pij#1{\setlength{\fboxrule}{0pt}\setlength{\fboxsep}{1bp}
\fbox{\RespBoxMath[\rectW{11bp}\Q{1}\textSize{0}]{#1}{1}{.0001}{[0,1]}}}
%
    \begin{mathGrp}\PTs*{1}
        \begin{pmatrix}1 & 1\\2 & 3\end{pmatrix}\cdot\begin{pmatrix}-1 & 2\\1 & 2\end{pmatrix}
            = \begin{pmatrix}\pij{0} & \pij{4}\\\pij{1} &\pij{10}\end{pmatrix}
    \end{mathGrp}\CorrAnsButtonGrp{0,4,1,10}
%
\end{equation*}

\item[] At the beginning of the \texttt{mathGrp} environment, use the custom group evaluation
function \texttt{groupBernoulliEval}, like so
\verb!\begin{mathGrp}[groupBernoulliEval]!. The student is given full credit if and only if
all parts of the group are answered correctly; otherwise, $0$ points are given.

\item\PTs{4} (\textbf{No Partial Credit}) Compute the following matrix product:
\begin{equation*}
\def\pij#1{\setlength{\fboxrule}{0pt}\setlength{\fboxsep}{1bp}
\fbox{\RespBoxMath[\rectW{11bp}\Q{1}\textSize{0}]{#1}{1}{.0001}{[0,1]}}}
%
    \begin{mathGrp}[groupBernoulliEval]%\PTs*{1} %
        \begin{pmatrix}1 & 1\\2 & 3\end{pmatrix}\cdot\begin{pmatrix}-1 & 2\\1 & 2\end{pmatrix}
            = \begin{pmatrix}\pij{0} & \pij{4}\\\pij{1} &\pij{10}\end{pmatrix}
    \end{mathGrp}\CorrAnsButtonGrp{0,4,1,10}
%
\end{equation*}

\end{questions}

\end{quiz*}\quad\PointsField\currQuiz\kern1bp\CorrButton\currQuiz\hfill
Score (right/wrong): \ScoreField\currQuiz

\noindent Answers: \AnswerField\currQuiz

\end{document}
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